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Abstract 
It was proved in Li and Milner (t996) that for a connected caccc poset which does not contain 
a one-way infinite fence, any two ANTI-perfect sequences have the same length and any two 
ANTI-cores are isomorphic. In the present paper we give a new proof of this result under the 
weaker assumption that the poser is caccc; the conditions that the poset be connected and contain 
no one-way infinite fence are not required. 
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I. Introduction 
The following notions for a poset (P, ~< ) were introduced in [1]. The ANTI-order 
of P is a quasi order << on P such that x << y holds if and only if 
VzEP(z<x~z<y)  A (z>x~z> y). 
X C P is ANTI -good if it is a maximal <<-antichain of <<-maximal elements, i.e. 
every x C X is a <<-maximal e ement and any <<-maximal e ement is <<-comparable 
with some element in X. A strictly decreasing sequence 17= (Pc: ~<2)  of subsets 
of P is called ANTI-perfect  i f P=P0 3P1 ~ "'" 3P;~, P¢+1 is an ANTI-good subset 
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of (Pc, ~<)((<2), P¢=r"]n<¢Pn for limit ~, and P£ is an ANTI-good subset of itself. 
P~ is called an ANTI-core of P and 2 is called the length of 11. 
Let P be a poset. For Y _CP and x E P, we define Y (<x) - -{y  E Y: y <x}, Y(>x)---- 
{y E Y: y>x}. P is chain-complete (cc) if every non-empty chain has both an in- 
fimum and supremum in P, and is conditionally antichain-complete (cac) if every 
infinite antichain which is bounded below (above) has an infimum (supremum) in P; 
P is a caccc poset if it is both cc and cac. A map f :P---+P is order preserving if 
x<~y~ f(x)<<,f(y) for x, y EP. P has the fixed point property (fpp) if every order 
preserving map of P to itself has a fixed point; otherwise, we say that P is fixed point 
free (fpf). X _c P is a retract if it is the image of an order preserving map f on P 
such that f2 __f. In [1] it was shown that an ANTI-good subset of a caccc poset P 
is also caccc and is a retract which is unique up to isomorphism. Moreover, an ANTI- 
perfect sequence and the ANTI-core exist in this case, and all the terms are caccc. 
It is not true in general that the core of a caccc poset is a retract, but it was 
proved in [3] (Theorem 1.2) that, if H=(Pg:  {~<2) is an ANTI-perfect sequence 
of a connected caccc poset P which does not contain a one-way infinite fence, then 
the ANTI-core Pa is a retract of P; moreover, if there are ~<2 and xEP¢\P¢+I 
such that both P¢(<x) and PC(>x) are fpf, then P is fpf; otherwise, P has the fpp 
iff the ANTI-core P~ has this property. In this paper, we shall prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let P be a caccc poset and let both I1= (Pc: ~ <<-4) and 11'= (P~: ~ <~ 2') 
be ANTI-perfect sequences of P. Then 2 = 2', and PC and P~ are isomorphic 
for ~<~. 
The uniqueness of the ANTI-perfect sequences for caccc posets was already 
proved in [4], but under the additional assumptions that (,) P is connected and does 
not contain the one-way infinite fence. In the earlier proof we used certain retrac- 
tions f~:P--+ P~ and f¢:P ~P~ for ¢ ~< 2 which were defined in [2], and the defi- 
nitions of these retractions required the assumptions (*). The restrictions ~b~ =f~lP¢ 
and ~b¢ = f¢lP~ were shown in [4] to be order preserving and inverse to each other 
and hence they are isomorphisms between P~ and P~. In this paper, we shall di- 
rectly define the maps tp~: P~--+ P~ and q~¢: P~--+ PC, and the definitions of these do 
not require the irrelevant extra conditions (,). Not surprisingly, the argument used 
in this paper has some common features with that of [4]. However we do give a 
complete proof for Theorem 1.1 since we found it more difficult to separate those 
parts of [4] which required modification from those which do not. In Section 2, 
we repeat those definitions and lemmas proved in [1-4] which are needed for the 
present proof. Theorem 1.1 is proved by transfinite induction, and in Section 3 we 
state the inductive hypotheses, (1)¢-(7)4. The required conclusion of Theorem 1.1 
is just the statement (6)¢. The proofs of (1)~-(7)¢ are given in the remaining 
sections. 
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2. Background 
Let P be a poset and let << be the ANTI-order on P. We use the notation of [1] 
and define the dominated part of P to be 
D(P)= {xEP:  there is a <<-maximal e ement y such that x<<y}. 
Also, for x, y E P, we write x _1_ y if x and y are incomparable. An immediate conse- 
quence of the definition of ANTI-order is the following fact. 
Lemma 2.1 (Lemma 3.1 in [1]). I f  x, y E P, x C y and x << y, then x_l_ y. 
Let X be any ANTI-good subset of the caccc poset P. One of the basic facts 
proved in [1] (Lemma 3.3) is that, if x E P\D(P), then P (<x)UP(>x)¢1~,  and if 
P (<x)  (P (>x) )  is not the empty set, then it has a greatest (least) element a(x)(b(x)) 
which belongs to X. Thus we may define a map g : P ~ X so that: 
(G-l) I f xEX,  g(x)=x; 
(G-2) I f xED(P) \X ,  g(x) is an element in X such that x<<g(x). 
(G-3) If x E P\D(P) then 9(x)=a(x) if it exists and g(x)=b(x) otherwise. 
The definition of g depends not only upon X, but also on the choices of the g(x) for 
x E D(P)\X.  But the main result of [1] stated below asserts that every such map is a 
retraction and we call it an ANTI-good retraction: 
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 3.4 in [1]). Let X be a <<-good subset of a caccc poset P 
and let g : P--+ X satisfy (G-1)-(G-3). Then, 
(1) if x, yEP  andx<y,  then 9(x)<.,.y andx<~g(y); 
(2) g is a retraction; 
(3) /f there is a EP \X  such that P(<a)  and P(>a)  are both fpf, then P is also 
fpf', otherwise, P has the fpp iff X has the fpp; 
(4) any two ANTI-good subsets of P are order isomorphic. 
Now suppose that P is a caccc poset and H = (PC: ~ ~<)-) is an ANTI-perfect sequence 
of P. For each 4<2, let <<~ be the ANTI-order on P~ and let 9¢:P¢---~P¢+I be an 
ANTI-good retraction. The index of x E P with respect o /7 is defined to be i(x), 
the largest ordinal ¢ ~< 2 such that x E P~ (which exists by continuity). We need the 
following lemma of [2]. 
Lemma 2.3 (Lemma 2.1 in [2]). Let H = (Pc: ~<2) be an ANTI-perfect sequence of 
a caccc-poset P. I f  ct < 2 and X C P~ and x = infX (sup X) exists but does not belong 
to X, then x E P~+I. 
We also need the following easy result. 
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Lemma 2.4 (Lemma 4.2 in [4]). Let X be an ANTI-9ood subset of an arbitrary 
poset P. I f  yEP  is a <<-maximal element, then there is a unique xEX such that 
y <<x << y. (Thus, if 9 :P ---+ X is an ANTI-9ood retraction, then x = 9(Y). ) 
3. Inductive hypotheses 
Let P be a caccc poset and let /-/=(Pc: ~<2) and H'=(P~: ~<2') be ANTI- 
perfect sequences of P. For convenience define P~ = P~ for ~ ~> 2. For any ordinal ~, <<¢ 
denotes the ANTI-order on PC, and 9~ :Pc-+P¢+1 is defined as in Section 2. When 
t> 2, 9~ is just the identity map. Similarly, we define P~, <<~ and g~ for the ANTI- 
perfect sequence H ~ for all ordinals ~. More generally, for any other notation defined 
for the ANTI-perfect sequence H, the corresponding notation for the perfect sequence 
H ~ will be indicated with a prime. We aim to show inductively that P~ and P~ are 
isomorphic for all ¢. For this purpose, we shall inductively define maps ~b¢ :P~-+ P~ 
and qS~ :P~---+P~ satisfying the following conditions (and the corresponding statements 
obtained by replacing (or interchanging) PC by P~, x by x ~, ~b~7(x ) by ~bT(x' ), Orb' by 
Orb): 
(1)~ If xEP~, then Orb~(~,x)= {q~7(x): q<~)  (called the ~-orbit of x for 1-1 ~) is an 
antichain. 
(2)~ I fxEP~, the orbit Orb~(~,x) is finite; thus, if ~ is a limit ordinal, there exists a 
least ordinal q = q(~,x)< ~ such that ~b~(x)= 4~(x) for q ~<~<~ . 
(3)~ Let x E P~. If ~ = q + 1 is a successor ordinal, then define ~b~(x) = 9~7 o q~7(x); if 
is a limit ordinal, define ~b~(x)= q~7(~,x)(x). 
(4)~ q~ is order preserving. 
(5)~ I fxEP~ and c~'7(x)EP ~ for some ~/<~, then ~b~(x)=~b~(x) for ~/~<~<~. 
(6)~ ~b~o~b~(x)=x for xEP~, and ~b~oq~(x~)=x ~ for x~EP~. (Consequently, ~b~ and 
~ are inverse to each other and P~ and P~ are isomorphic.) 
(7) ~ If x E P~ and y E P~_ ~ t~ p~_ ~ (note: ~ - 1 = ~ if ~ is zero or a limit ordinal), then 
y<(>)~b~(x) ¢=> y<(>)x  ¢=> y<(>)~b'7(x ) for all q~<~. 
After all of these statements are proved, Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of
(6)~. Note that these conditions are trivially satisfied for ~=0 if we define ~b0 =q~ 
to be the identity function on P. We assume that ~>0 and that (1)7-(7)7 hold for all 
smaller ordinals r/< ~. 
4. Proof of (1)~ 
Assume that ~=q + 1 is a successor ordinal. If q~'7(x)= ~b~(x) for some (<q,  then 
we are done since Orb'(~,x)= Orb'O/,x)tA {~b~(x)} = Orb'(q,x) is an antichain by (1)7. 
Therefore, by (2)7, we may assume that q is a successor ordinal and q~7(x)¢ ~b~7_l(X ). 
Since xEP4C_P 7 it is a <<7_l-maximal element in P7-1, and therefore, by (6)7_1, 
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~btt/_l(X) is a <<'n_ ,-maximal element in Phi_ 1 and hence qS;_I(X)ED(P,~I). It foi- 
l I t ! lows from (3)n and the definition of 9n-1 that ~b~n_l(x)<<n_ ~ 9n-1 °q~n-l(x)= ~b,(x) 
and so, by Lemma 2.1, q~In(x)±dyn_l(x). We claim that y=c~n(x)lc~(x) for each 
¢ <r/. Notice first that y ~ ~b~(x), for if there is equality, then ~b~(x)E P~ and so, by 
/ (5)7, y = q~¢(x) = ~b~n_~(x) which is a contradiction. Now suppose that y is strictly com- 
parable with qS~(x), say y = ~b~(x)< ~(x).  Then, ¢ < t / -  1. By (7)¢ it follows that y <x 
and therefore, by (7),-b y < ~b~n_ l(x), and this again is a contradiction. This proves the 
claim and from this and (1)n it follows that Orb~(~,x) is an antichain. 
Now suppose ¢ is a limit ordinal. If ff<t/<~, then by (1),+l, either qS~n(x)= qS~(x) 
or ~b~(x)± qS~(x). Hence, Orb'(~,x) is an antichain. 
5. Proof of (2)¢ 
(2)~ follows immediately from (2)7 in the case when ~ = r/+ 1 is a successor ordi- 
nal. We shall assume that ¢ is a limit ordinal and that Orbt(¢,x) is infinite for some 
x E P~. Under this assumption, we shall deduce a sequence of claims which eventu- 
ally lead to a contradiction. Of course, the dual claims can be deduced in a similar 
way. 
By assumption, there exists r/< ~ such that qS~,(x) Cx = q~(x); let # = min{t/: r/< ~A 
~bt,(x) ¢x}. For r/< ¢, let M~ be the set of all minimal elements of p t( > ~b~(x)). 
Claim 5.1. I f  #<~tl<~, then dp'~(x)Zx. 
Proof. If ~Yn(x)=x=CYo(X ) then, by (5)7, ~b~(x)=x, a contradiction. Therefore, 
q~'~(x)¢x and so, by (1)~,4;(x)_kx. 
Claim 5.2. M~ is coinitial in P~'( >d/~(x)) for #<<. ~1<~. 
Proof. This is vacuously true when P~( > ~b~n(x)) = 0. Suppose y E P~(> ~b~n(x)) ~ 0. Let 
C be a maximal chain in P~( > qS~n(x)) containing y. Since P is cc, z = inf(C) exists; 
furthermore, z E P~ by Lemma 2.3, and so z = infe, C. By (7)7 , qS~(x) and x are both 
lower bounds for C, and since ~b~n(x)Ix by Claim 5.1, it follows that ~b~n(x) is strictly 
less than z. Therefore, z E M~. [] 
Claim 5.3. I f  #<~tl<~, then there is no infinite antichain in P~(>4~(x)) which 
intersects M~. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that X is an infinite antichain in P/( > ~b~(x)) and 
that bEXNM~. By (7)7, x is also a lower bound of X, and by Claim 5.1 cp'n(x)J_x. 
Since P is caccc, c= in f (X)  exists and belongs to P~ by Lemma 2.3. Now we have 
qS~n(x) <c <b, and this contradicts the minimality of b in P~'( > cyn(x)). [] 
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Claim 5.4. I f  l~<~q<¢ and bEM~, then b<<~ng~n(b) and hence either b=g~(b) or 
b _1_ g~(b)), and ~b~n+~ (x)< g~(b). 
Proof. First we show that bED(P~'), the dominated part of Pn ~. Suppose not. Since 
an element of P~'\D(P~') is not <<'n-maximal, it follows that there is an infinite strictly 
increasing <<'n-chain P~', say X, having b as first element. Therefore, ~b'n(x ) is strictly 
less than each element of the X. Also, by Lemma 2.1, X is an infinite antichain in 
P~'( > q~n(x)), and this contradicts Claim 5.3. Therefore, b E D(P~') and hence b<<' n g'n(b) 
by the definition of g'n. Since b E Pn( > ~b~(x)), by (7)n+! we also have that q~'n+l(X)< b, 
and since b<<'ng~(b), it follows that q~'n+l(X)< g~(b). [] 
Claim 5.5. There is a cofinal subset B C ~ of order type o9 and a sequence s = 
(b~: ~ E B) such that (i) s is either increasing in P~(>~b~(x)), or strictly decreasing 
in P~( < c~(x)), and (ii) for any ~ E B, there is q such that ~ < ~l < ~ and b~ _L ~b~n(x). 
Proof. By our assumption that Orb~(¢,x) is infinite, there is an infinite set of ordinals 
A C_ ~ of order type o9 such that q~'n(x)~ b~(x) for distinct r/,( EA. If r/EA is a limit 
ordinal then, by (2)n, there is a least ordinal ~ = ((q)< q such that ~b~n(x)= ~b~(x). This 
must be a successor ordinal by (2)~ and (a~(x)¢(9~_l(x). Thus we may assume 
that each ~/EA is a successor ordinal and q~n(x)¢cffn_l(x ). We may also assume 
that #< minA. If ~= sup A<~, then Orb~(c~,x) is infinite and this contradicts (2)~. 
Therefore, A is cofinal in ~ and cf(~)= 09. 
For any r/EA, denote by r/+ the immediate successor of r/in A, i.e. q+ = min{( EA : 
r/<(}. Since ~b~(x),~btn+(x)EPIC, they are <<~n_l-incomparable in P~I and so there is 
a n EP~ 1 which is strictly comparable with ~b~(x) but incomparable with ~btn+(x ). Let 
U= {qEA: a~ >q~'n(X)}, D={qEA:  an < q~'n(x)}. 
One of these sets, say U, is cofinal in A and hence also cofinal in ~. Let V = {~ < ¢: 
+ 1 E U}. Then V is also cofinal in ~ and we may assume that # ~< min V. 
Let ~ E V. Since x E P~ C_P¢+I it is a <<c-maximal element in PC. Therefore, by 
(6)~,~b~(x) is a <<~-maximal e ement in P~. Hence q~+l(x)=g~o t~(x)<<~ q (x) by 
Lemma 2.4, and so a~+l >qS~(x). It follows from Claim 5.2 that there is b~ EM~ such 
t t ~<: that b¢<~a~+l. If c~(~+ll+(x)<~b ~, then ~b(¢+l)+(x)..~a¢+l and this contradicts the choice 
' ~b~(x)<~b(~+~)+(x) and this con- of a(+l, on the other hand, if b¢<q~(~+~)+(x), then ~ 
tradicts (1)~. Therefore, b~ l ~bi~+~)+(x ). This shows that condition (ii) holds for any 
infinite subset B C_ V and s = (b~: (EB).  
To complete the proof it will be enough to show that V contains an infinite subset 
B such that the sequence (b~: (EB)  is strictly increasing. Suppose r/,( E V and r/<(. 
Since (r/+1)+~< (+1 and b~ E P~( > qS~(x)), it follows from (7)~+~ that b¢ > ~b~n(x) and 
b~ >tpln+l)÷(x). Therefore, b¢ Cb, since bn is a minimal element of P~(> ~b~(x)). Also, 
b n C b~ since bn I q~in+l)+(x). Thus, for r/<( in V, we have either b n <b~ or bn Ibm. 
Thus by Ramsey's theorem [5], to complete the proof of the claim, it is enough to show 
that there is no infinite subset W c V such that {b~: (E W} is an antichain. Suppose 
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that such a set W exists and that fl = min W. For any ( E W, by (7)~, be E P~( > ~b~(x)) 
implies be > ~b~(x). Hence {b~: ( E W} is an infinite antichain in P~( > q~(x)) which 
intersects Mt~ in b/~, and this contradicts Claim 5.3. [] 
We now assume that there is a sequence (b¢: ~ E B) with the properties described 
in Claim 5.5. For definiteness we assume that the sequence is strictly increasing. 
We shall inductively define a strictly increasing sequence (r/n: n<og) in 4 and a 
sequence (Cn: n<o9) in M '= U {M~: /~<~/<4} satisfying the following conditions 
(a)n - (e)n. In the statements of these conditions i'(c) denotes index of the element 
c E P with respect o the perfect sequence H'; also we abbreviate 9~,~c)(c) by simply 
writing 9',( c ). 
(a)n cnEM~. 
(b)n i'(cn)<4. 
(C), qn=i ' (en_ l )+ l>qm for all m<n. 
(d)n If n>0, then cn<<.9',(cn_l)<b ~ for some /~EB, 
cn-l-l-g',(Cn-l) and cn-l<<i,(c._,)9',(en-l). 
( e )n cn -l- cm for m < n. 
This will complete the proof of (2)~. For, by (e)n it follows that {on: n<og} is an 
infinite antichain. Also, by (a),, cn E P~.( > ~b'n.(x)), and therefore, cn > ~b~o(X) by (7)7° 
and c, E P'no" Therefore, {c,: n < o9} is an infinite antichain in P~0( > q~',o(x)) intersecting 
M~0 at c0. But this contradicts Claim 5.3. 
We start by setting r/o= minB and c0=bno. Then (a)o holds. By Claim 5.5(ii), 
there is r/ such that r/o < r/< ~_ and co _1_ ~b~(x). If i'(co) >~ 4, then c0 E P~' C_ P~' and since 
~b',o(X)<C0 it follows by (7)7, that ~b'n(x)<c0, a contradiction. This shows that (b)o 
also holds. The conditions (c)o,(d)o,(e)o are satisfied vacuously. Now suppose that 
n>~l,qn-1 and cn-1 have been defined and conditions (a)n-1 - (e )n - I  hold. 
By (b)n- 7, ~ = i'(c,_ 1 ) < 4. Since Cn- 1 E P',,_, by (a),_ l, we have that r/n- 1 ~ ~ < qn = 
~+ 1. Then, by (C)n-l,qn>qm for all re<n, i.e. (C)n holds. 
By (a),- l ,  qS',._l (x) <c , - i  and hence x <cn-i by (7),,_,. Therefore, since on-1 E PC', 
it follows that c~'n.(x)=49~+l(x)<cn_ 1 and ~b~(x)<cn-i by (7)~+1. If there is cEP~' 
such that (o~(x)<c<cn_l, then, by (7)¢,~b'n._,(x)<c<cn_l, contradicting (a)n-1. 
Therefore, c,-1 E M~. Since i'(cn_l )=  ~. We have that cn-i ¢ 9~(c,-1 ), and therefore, 
by Claim 5.4, cn-1 I 9~(Cn-1), cn-~ <<~ 9~(Cn-1) and q~',.(x)< 9~(cn-~). By Claim 5.2, 
there is an element chEM,, such that c,<.~9~(cn_l ). By (d)n-l, there is /~EB such 
that Cn-~ <bl~. Since B is cofinal in ~ there is 7EB such that max{/~,~}<7, so that 
Cn-l<b# <b.,, Note that br E P~, and so 9~(cn-~ )< b~. Therefore, conditions (a), and 
(d)n hold. 
If i'(cn)>l ~, then en E P~. Since en > ~b'~° (x) by (a)n, it follows from (7)7 that ~b~(x) <
c, for all ~/<4. By (d)n there i s / /EB such that cn<b# and so bt~ > q~'n(x ) for all r/<~, 
and this contradicts Claim 5.5(ii). Therefore, (b), holds. 
Finally, let m<n. Then r/m <r/n. By (a)n, Cn E P~(> ~b',°(x)) and so, by (7),., ~)l?~m(X ) 
<cn. Therefore, cn~Cm since c,, is a minimal element of P~'(>~',~(x)). By (c)n 
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and (C)m+l , r/n ~r/rn+l >i'(Cm). Therefore, Cm ~P~, and hence c, ¢ C m.  Notice that, by 
(d)m+b Cm <<i,(~.)9~,(~l(Cm) and Cm _1_ 9~,(~)(Cm). If Cn >era, then by (d)m+~, Cn >9~'(~,) 
(Cm)>>-Cm+~. Repeating this we obtain the contradiction that Cn>C,. This proves 
(e)n. [] 
Proof of (3)¢. (3)¢ is simply a definition, which is meaningful because of (2)¢. [] 
6. Proof of (4)¢ 
Suppose x, y E PC and x ~< y. If ~ = r/+ 1 is a successor ordinal, by (4)7, q~(x) ~< ~b~n(y), 
and therefore, by (3)¢ and Theorem 2.2(2), q~(x) = 97' o ~b~(x) --~9~ < ' o q~'~(y) : q~(y). If ¢ 
is a limit ordinal then, by (2)¢, there are e and/? such that ~b~(x)= ~b~n(x) for c~,,<r/<~ 
and ~b~(y)=~b~(y) for /?~<~<¢. Let 7= max{e,/?}. Then, by (4)r,~b~(x)=~b'r(x)~< 
~b'TCy) = q~Cy). [] 
7. Proof of (5) 
Let x E PC and suppose that q~(x) E P~ for some r/< ~. If r/< ( < ~, then P~ C_ P~ and 
hence ~b~(x)= eye(x) by (5)~. Therefore, if ( is a limit ordinal, then q~(x)= q~'~(x)= 
~b~(x) by (3)¢. Suppose that ~ =p+l  is a successor ordinal. In this case, by (5)p, ~b~(x) 
= ~b~(x) for r/~<(~<p. Since 9£ is a retraction by Lemma 2.2(2), and since (b~(x)EP~, 
it follows by (3)¢ that ¢b~p(x)=9~oo(a£(x)=c~(x). ½ 
8. Proof of (6) 
Let x E PC. Suppose first that ¢ = q + 1 is a successor ordinal. Define 
x' = e4(x ) ,  y '  = 44(x) ;  ' . x  1. = g,t ), y 4)~(y'). 
Note that x is a <<7-maximal element of P~ and yl is a <<1,-maximal element of 
P~'. Therefore, by (6) 7, x' is a <<~,-maximal e ement of P,~ and y is a <<r-maximal 
element of PT. By Lemma 2.4, x'<<'Ty'=f,(x')<<~Tx ', and so by (6) 7, x<<Ty<<nx. 
By Lemma 2.4 again, x is the unique element in PC such that y<<,x and so 97(Y)=x. 
It follows by (3)¢, that q~¢ o ~b~(x) = c b¢(y') = 97 o q~q(y') = 9,(Y) =x. 
Now suppose that ~ is a limit ordinal. By (2)¢, there is r/< ~ such that ~b~(x)= q~q(x) 
E P~. Then, by (6),, qS~ o ~b~(x) = q~7 o q~(x) = x E PC and therefore, by the symmetric 
form of (5)¢, q~¢ o ~b~(x) = ~bn o ~b~(x) =x. 
In a similar way we also prove that ~b~ o ~b¢(x') =x  ~ forx' EP~. Thus, ~b~ is a bijection 
from PC onto P~ and q~¢ is its inverse. Since q~¢ and ~b~ are both order preserving by 
(4)¢, they are isomorphisms. [] 
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9. Proof of (7)¢ 
Let x E P~, y E P~- I ' _ U P~_I. We want to show that 
y<x ¢:~ y<~b~(x). (1) 
Case 1: yEP~_ 1. Suppose that ¢=~ + 1 is a successor ordinal. Since x is a <<C- 
maximal element in PC, it follows by (6)C that q~(x) is a <<~-maximal e ement in 
P~. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4 and (3)~,~b~(x)<<~ ~b~(x)<<~ q (x). Therefore, by (7)~, it 
follows that y <x ¢~ y < ~b~(x)~ y < q~(x). If ~ is a limit ordinal then, by (2)~, ~b~(x)= 
~b~n(x) for some r/<~. Therefore, by (7)n,y<xc~y<4Jn(x) and (1) follows. 
Case 2: yEP¢-I.  This follows by symmetry from Case 1 since qS~(x)EP~ and 
qS~(~b~(x))--x by (6)~. 
This proves (1) and (7)~ follows since, for ~/<~, y<xc*y<cyn(x) by (7)7. [] 
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